On a break during a conference or just passing through Pittsburgh, THERE’S A LOT TO DO IN A SHORT AMOUNT OF TIME. Here are some of the best ways to experience the city in only a couple of hours.

GET OUTSIDE. Sightseeing is fun with amazing guided tours, including Segway Pittsburgh, the Gateway Clipper riverboat cruises or a free Downtown walking tour. Self-guided tours are equally as incredible. Try out the city’s riverfront trails and scenic routes for hiking or biking, such as the North Shore Trail, Three Rivers Heritage Trail, Emerald View Park or Point State Park.

GRAB SOME OF THE BEST BITES AROUND, whether for breakfast, brunch, dinner or cocktail hour. The city is a destination for foodies with a culinary scene that reflects its ethnic culture and many inventive chefs. In fact, Zagat, the go-to source for restaurant reviews, named Pittsburgh the “No. 1 Food City” in the U.S. a few years back. Browse the Strip District’s specialty stores and international markets. While in the Strip, make sure to stop by Pamela’s Diner, named the best breakfast in the Northeast, or Smallman Galley, a restaurant incubator providing patrons the opportunity to try bites from four rotating innovative chefs.

WITH ITS STUNNING SKYLINE AND GLISTENING RIVERS, Pittsburgh offers a chance to soak up the sun and make memories while walking, riding or simply relaxing. Experience gorgeous scenery and distinctive architecture at vantage points including the Mt. Washington, West End and Herr’s Island overlooks and atop the many city steps or bridges. Take advantage of the city’s famous three rivers by kayaking with a group or hopping on a 1920s style trolley from Molly’s Trolleys.